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snoot glare shield, 
matte chrome

Accessory Code

900250mc

Gallery Canopy

Ordering Codes
Follow the steps to specify your fixture, 

example:

137400 LED

Light Source
1

137400 - mc - 3 - L18

Description
The Gallery Canopy mount is a high performance display flood fixture. The precision 
engineered LED board has 8 watts of LED’s using 81 emitters which creates an even 
wash distribution. Gallery produces an impressive 850 lumens from a 3 x 3 square 
aperture of its half inch low profile body and is easily mounted to a 4” jbox for wall 
or ceiling applications. The Gallery Canopy is offered in Matte Chrome and extends 
from the 4” canopy from a 6” or 18” stem with full rotation and a 45 degree tilt.

mc matte chrome

Finish
2

L6
L18

6”
18”

Stem*
4

3
4

3000k
4000k

Color Temperature
3

LED:
DUV
CCT:
CRI:

LIFE:

Nichia 757A 
+/- .003
3000k (810lm), 4000k (850lm)
84 typ
based on IESNA-LM-80-2008: 70% of initial lumens after 60,000 hrs
5 year limited fixture warranty

LED Performance

NOTES:
*Consult factory for longer stem sizes
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Housing
Machined aluminum housing with matte chrome finish. Optional snoot glare 
shield.

Mounting
Round canopy over a 3-1/2” - 4” recessed round junction box. 

Electrical / LED Driver
120Vac input, 50/60Hz, 10.3W, 11.3VA. Trailing Edge (ELV) dimming and 
Leading Edge (TRIAC) Dimming. *Consult factory for other voltage options.

Listings
ETLus Listed to UL1598 (suitable for dry and damp locations)
cETL Listed to CSA C22.2 #250.0
Made in the USA - meets the requirements of the Buy American provision within 
the ARRA.
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